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Business cases that will love 
your notebook or tablet as 
much as you do

Now that you’ve picked your perfect business notebook or 
tablet, you want the perfect case to help protect it and make it 
easy to carry while you’re in or out of the office. HP offers an 
impressive selection of carrying cases at a price point that 
keeps everyone happy.

Think outside the box with a range of business cases with a 
durable black or grey plaid exterior, or be elegant with luxury 
leather. Go big and pick a case with wheels so you can add your 
papers, essentials, and a change of clothes for your travel 
days. Go small with just the basics and one-zip entry. Or pick 
something in between with room for your notebook and tablet 
plus pockets for your papers, pens, adapters, and phone. 

From slip and zip pockets to inside-and-out style and 
functionality, we have the case you’re looking for--take a look!
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Professional cases

HP Professional Top Load Case

Offering ample storage space for folders and other documents 
alongside a laptop up to 15.6 diagonal inches, the HP Professional 
Top Load Case holds everything you need for a busy day in and 
out of the office or around the world.
Two smooth carrying handles and a convenient crossbody strap 
offer flexible carrying options. A luggage pass through provides 
the ultimate in portability.     

HP Professional Slim Top Load Case

Designed for business pros who want a protective laptop case 
without the bulk, the HP Professional Slim Top Load Case 
delivers ample storage in a stylish, slim design.

The case has two smooth carrying handles and a convenient 
crossbody strap for hands-free carrying. 

Product# H4J91AA

Fits up to a 17.3” notebook

Product Dimensions: 5.25 x 13.25 x 18.25 in | 13.34 x 33.66 x 46.36 cm

Weight: 2.20 lb | 0.99 kg  

Product# H4J90AA

Fits up to a 15.6” notebook

Product Dimensions: 16.5 x 5.75 x 12.25 in | 14.61 x 31.12 x 41.91 cm

Weight: 3.14 lb | 1.42 kg 

HP Professional Leather Case

Designed for business while combining style and function in a 
protective laptop carrying case, the HP Professional Leather 
Case has a polished exterior that complements its functional 
yet richly finished interior. 

Slip your tablet PC into the integrated tablet pocket for added 
protection and get the convenience of one case for all your 
devices.

Product# H4J94AA

Fits up to a 17.3” notebook

Product Dimensions: 15.25 x 13.25 x 18.25 in | 3.34 x 33.66 x 46.36 cm

Weight: 2.20 lb | 0.99 kg 
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Designed for business professionals



HP Professional Backpack

Combining comfort and function, the HP Professional Backpack 
is designed to hold a laptop up to 15.6 diagonal inches plus 
everything you need for a busy day or a week on the go.

A safe keeping zippered compartment on the back of the 
backpack protects your passport or other valuables. Luggage 
pass through provides the ultimate in portability.

Product# H4J93AA

Fits up to a 15.6” notebook

Product Dimensions: 7.75 x 17.75 x 12.25 in | 20.63 x 45.09 x 32.39 cm

Weight:   2.75 lb | 1.25 kg
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Business cases

HP Business Backpack

Product# H5M90AA

Fits up to a 17.3” notebook

Product Dimensions: 13 x 7.1 x 9 in | 33 x 18 x 22 cm

Weight: 1.70 lb | 0.77 kg 

HP Business Top Load Case

Product# H5M92AA

Fits up to a 15.6” notebook

Product Dimensions: 16.25 x 11.52 x 3.50 in | 41.28 x 29.20 x 8.90 cm

Weight: 1.51 lb | 0.67 kg    

HP Business Slim Top Load Case

Product# H5M91AA

Fits up to a 14.1” x .75” thick notebook

Product Dimensions: 10.75 x 15 x 1.6 in | 27.3 x 38.1 x 4.1 cm

Weight: 1.15 lb | 0.52 kg

The HP Business Case collection is a compact, stylish, and durable case line designed for business notebooks and includes plenty of slip 
and zip pockets to hold all your business essentials.

Add your everyday business essentials—papers, books, chargers, cables, and more—in the roomy zip compartments. Use the front slip 
pocket for quick storage and access to your keys, phone or other frequently-used item. Bring along your tablet, too. A soft interior tablet 
pocket holds a tablet up to 10.6 diagonal inches. Luggage pass through on cases fits over the handle of most rolling suitcases.
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Business cases designed to protect your business
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Slim Ultrabook cases

HP Slim Ultrabook Professional Messenger

Product# F3W14AA

Fits up to a 15.6” x .88”/22/5 mm notebook

Colour: Black/Grey

Product Dimensions: 16.1 x 11.2 x 3.35 in | 41 x 28.5 x 8.5 cm

Weight: 1.61 lb | 0.73 kg    

1 Ultrabook is a trademark of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.

HP Slim Ultrabook Professional Top Load Case

Product# F3W15AA

Fits up to a 15.6” x .88”/22/5 mm notebook

Colour: Black/Grey

Product Dimensions: 11.6 x 16.5 x 3.34 in | 29.5 x 42 x 8.5 cm   

Weight: 1.43 lb | 0.65 kg    

HP Slim Ultrabook Thin and Light Backpack

Product#  F3W16AA

Fits up to a 15.6” x .88”/22/5 mm notebook

Colour: Black/Grey

Product Dimensions: 17 x 11.4 x 4 in | 43.5 x 29 x 10 cm

Weight: 1.65 lb | 0.75 kg

The HP Slim Ultrabook Collection provides  a stylish, durable, and compact case built for your Ultrabook™.1 A black twill fabric accented 
with grey plaid combines form and function to help protect your hardware and give you a polished appearance.

Help protect your Ultrabook™ with a case that suites your style. The soft-lined interior with a padded compartment for your notebook, 
storage for your extras, elastic straps for your cables, and a pouch for your tablet provide all the room you need in a stylish design. 
Travelling is a breeze with the luggage pass-through that fits over the handle of most rolling suitcases.
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Say goodbye to the ordinary with the HP Slim Ultrabook  Series
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Essential cases

HP Essential Top Load Case  

The HP Essential Top Load Case is a light and durable 
notebook carrying case that includes high-density foam 
cushioning to protect your notebook (up to 15.6 diagonal 
inches) while travelling between meetings or in and out of the 
office. 

The ample storage room includes a dual-compartment 
interior with high-density foam padding to help protect 
your notebook alongside miscellaneous accessories and 
documents.

Product# H2W17AA 

Fits up to 15.6” notebook

Product Dimensions:  11.25 x 16 x 3.5 in | 28.58 x 40.64 x 8.89 cm    

Weight: 1.2 lb | 0.53 kg

HP Essential Backpack

The HP Essential Backpack is a great notebook carrying 
solution for both students and business professionals.

High-density foam offers a padded protective area for a 
notebook with up to a 15.6 diagonal inch screen. 

Product# H1D24AA

Fits up to 15.6” notebook

Product Dimensions: 16.5 x 5 x 12.5 in | 41.91 x 31.75 x 12.7 cm   

Weight: 1.23 lb | 0.56 kg 

HP Essential Messenger Case

The HP Essential Messenger Case is a messenger style 
carrying case designed for HP business notebooks with up to 
a 17.3 diagonal inch screen.

A padded shoulder strap with crossbody length helps ensure 
maximum hands-free carrying comfort.

Product# H1D25AA

Fits up to 17.3” notebook

Product Dimensions: 12 x 16.75 x 3.5 in | 30.48 x 42.55 x 8.89 cm  

Weight: 1.7 lb | 0.77 kg 
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Designed for easy portability and protection in your choice of three designs 
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Speciality cases

HP Business 4 Wheel Roller Case

Carry your notebook and all the essentials you need for a day 
at the office or an overnight business trip with the stylish and 
durable HP Business 4-Wheel Roller Case, the case with the 
space for everything. 

Organise and store important files and business essentials in 
the divided sections of the outer compartment.

Product# H5M93AA

Fits up to a 17.3” notebook

Display Size: Up to 17.3 in | 43.94 cm

Product Dimensions: 17 x 13 x 8.75 in | 43.20 x 33.0 x 22.23 cm    

Weight: 7.20 lb | 3.27 kg    
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Designed to support specific and unique customer needs 



HP Ladies Black Tote

Product# F3W13AA

Fits up to a 15.6” notebook

Colour: Black

Product Dimensions: 16.2 x 12.5 x 2.0 in | 41.27 x 31.75 x 5.1 cm    

Weight: 1.89 lb | 0.86 kg    

HP Ladies Totes 
Enjoy maximum mobility for your notebook or Ultrabook™ and everyday business essentials. Present a picture of polished 
elegance with the HP Ladies Totes with a stylish design for women that’s also durable enough to go wherever you go.

HP Ladies Brown Leather Tote

Product# F3W12AA

Fits up to a 15.6” notebook

Colour: Brown

Product Dimensions: 16.1 x 11.2 x 3.35 in | 40.8 x 28.4 x 8.5 cm     

Weight: 1.61 lb | 0.73 kg    
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Tablet sleeves

HP UltraSlim Tablet Sling

Present a polished, professional appearance in and out of the 
office with the HP UltraSlim Tablet Sling, a stylish, durable, 
and compact black case with grey plaid accents designed to 
help protect your tablet.

The fold over flap conceals the top zip closure and a 
handy exterior zip pocket with pen and card slots for your 
essentials.

HP Ultrabook 14.0-inch Sleeve 

Product# F7Z99AA

Fits up to 14.0” notebook

Product Dimensions: 9.8 x 14.2 x 1.18 in | 25.0 x 36.0 x 3.0 cm

Weight: 0.59 lb | 0.27 kg 

HP Ultrabook 15.6-inch Sleeve

Product# F8A00AA

Fits up to 15.6”/39.8 cm x 1”/25.4 mm notebook

Product Dimensions: 11 x 15.7 x 1.18 in | 28.0 x 40.0 x 3.0 cm  

Weight: 0.66 lb | 0.30 kg  

HP Ultrabook Sleeves

Help protect your Ultrabook™ with a padded and soft-lined 
interior that doesn’t add extra bulk or weight. Present a 
polished, professional appearance in and out of the office 
with this solid black case with grey plaid accents.

Carry under your arm or use the handle to carry by hand. 
Simply unzip the side of the sleeve for quick access to your 
Ultrabook™. Keep your essentials handy with the exterior zip 
pocket.

HP Ultrabook 12.5-inch Sleeve

Product# F7Z98AA

Fits up to 12.5”/31.8 cm x 1”/25.4 mm notebook

Product Dimensions: 9.1 x 12.9  x 1.18 in | 23.2 x 33.0 x 3.0 cm 

Weight: 50 lb | 0.23 kg

Product# F7Z97AA

Fits up to 12.5” notebook

Product Dimensions: 12.8 x 8.9 x .98 in | 32.5 x 22.6 x 2.5 cm  

Weight: 0.71 lbs | 320 gm  
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Take your tablet along in style
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